Monte Carlo sampling which may require a long history to Abstract--This paper presents a method of deciding the best produce converged results. placement of additional generation for long term generation Decomposition, originally proposed in [7] , is an efficient adequacy planning in multi-area power systems. The approach reliability evaluation technique. The basic concept of this uses evaluation of the prospective scenarios of additional approach is to classify the system state space into three sets; generation, and tie-lines. Maximum number of additional acceptable sets (A sets), unacceptable sets (L sets), and generators in each area will be determined from the cost withn respect to overall budget constraint. The selection criterion is unclassified sets (U sets) while the reliability indices are based on improvement in system reliability after unit additions. calculated concurrently. Improved versions of decomposition The reliability indices of different generation combinations will for including load and planned outages in a computationally be evaluated utilizing global decomposition approach. Instead of efficient manner are described in [2, [4][5][6]. making direct comparison after global decomposition is This paper develops a comparison algorithm for selecting performed, this paper proposes an algorithm that combines the best generation combination utilizing global comparison and decomposition phase for better computational decomposition method for reliability index calculation. efficiency. The best combination will yield maximum reliability Scenario analysis is proposed to determine the best generation with acceptable cost. 
I. INTRODUCTION global decomposition are then described in more detail. The comparison algorithm is proposed next and applied to a 12-Jn power systems restructuring environment, Independent area system. Concluding remarks are then given in the last l Power Producers (IPPs) individually invest in generation section.
expansion. IPPs and ISOs may wish to obtain the optimal location that yields a favorable trade off between system II. SYSTEM MODELING reliability and cost. Therefore, the need for determining generation in each area, which will improve system reliability, Pe networ line rally c pste of is assuming an increased importance. generation, transmission lines, and load. The system is At present, the generation requirement is calculated by partitioned into several areas geographically where each area simulation and ad hoc methods. As an example, Independent contains various generation units, transmission lines in the System Operator--New England (ISO-NE) utilizes Multi-Area area, load and tie lines that connect different areas. In this Reliability Simulation Program (MARS) for this calculation analysis, it is assumed that tie-line equivalent parameters are [1] . A recent study of long term generation adequacy in a given. The following presents detailed modeling of each unit multi-area power system is thoroughly analyzed and reported namely area generation, area load and tie lines. Then, a power by Rau and Zeng [1] . An Prospective generation locations in the system are preFor computational efficiency, the generation capacity will selected by an expert. These candidate locations create various be rounded off to a fixed increment so that only minimum possible generation combinations, each of which yields capacity state and number of states in each area are stored. different system reliability and cost. The generation States with very small probability will be ignored.
combinations with acceptable costs are analyzed and the selection for the best location is based on system reliability, B. Area Load Model system loss of load probability in this case, with additional To preserve a correlation between area loads, area peak generation. loads are represented in a vector form of (2 
pt is probability vector of tie-line capacity from area i toj where m/ < Xk < Mk Xk is state of arc k.
The system is transformed into a network capacity flow B. Global Decomposition Approach model as shown in Fig. 2 . Each node in the network represents
The maximum possible number of additional generators in an area and each arc connecting between nodes represents tie each area is included in the state space before performing line capacity in multi-area power systems. Artificial source global decomposition. The additional generation in each area and sink nodes are created to represent area generation and is rounded off to the closest integral multiple of the fixed increment 
compute probability of the up state. In this manner, decomposition system loss of load probability of each combination after needs to be performed only once and the probability for all complete global decomposition and then make comparison. possible scenarios can be extracted from it. Global This paper proposes an algorithm that compares and cuts off decomposition approach analytically partitions the state space some low performance generation combinations at each stage into the following three different sets of states.
of decomposition. The proposed algorithm will compute 1. Sets of acceptable states (A sets): The success states probability of A sets, and L sets of all possible combinations at that all area loads are satisfied. each stage of decomposition. If the probability of A sets of 2. Sets of unacceptable states (L sets): The failure combination i is greater than combination j, then, the states or Loss of load states that some area loads are following comparison will be made. not satisfied. (
3. Set of unclassified states (U sets): The states that where have not been classified into A or L sets.
whre
The state space is initially categorized as U sets and then PA further decomposed into A sets, L sets, and U sets. The p/jis probability of L sets from combinationj process of partitioning the state space into A and L sets Equation (8) implies that maximum system loss of load involves determining maximum flow in the network. The probability of combination i is smaller than current (partial) maximum flow from artificial source to sink node is found in system loss of load probability of combination j. This means order to classify system loss of load state. Ford-Fulkerson that even if the resulting U sets of combination i were all loss algorithm is implemented with breadth-first search for finding of load sets, system loss of load probability from combination existing flow in the system. At the beginning of the i will still be smaller than that from combination j. At each decomposition, state space (9 set, as in (5)) is the first U set, stage of decomposition, a comparison will be made and low unclassified set. performance combination will be deleted from the possible At every step of decomposition, one A set, N L sets and N solution list. The procedure may not require complete global U sets are generated from one U set. The A sets will be deleted decomposition process. It can be stopped when the possible to minimize memory usage since the goal of this evaluation is solution list has only one combination or for all possible to extract all L sets for system loss of load probability solutions, probability of unclassified sets is less than an computation. The U sets have to be kept and partitioned epsilon. performed, the state space will be completely partitioned into
Step 0 Initialization various L sets. Probability of each set is calculated from (7) .
o System state space is the first U set. Step 3 Stopping criterion System loss of load probability of each combination can be o Stop if computed from the summation of probability over all L sets by o number of combination is 1, or, assigning zero probability to the omitted states because of the o For all i, P1j= 1--absence of generators in the combination under consideration.
o Otherwise, create U sets and go to step 1. The concept of global decomposition is based on the fact This method improves computational efficiency and that decomposition depends only on the state capacities and reduces memory usage for storing U sets and L sets. At each not the state probabilities. In this application, the problem is to stage of decomposition, A and L sets will be deleted after select the best generation combination in the system that will probability evaluation. Probability of all possible scenarios is yield the maximum reliability. The state space contains evaluated and a comparison in (8) is made to delete some maximum possible number of additional generators in each solutions. When some low performance solution is cut off, area. The sets obtained from this state space are valid for all number of possible solutions that need to be evaluated will be scenarios. Probability of each scenario can then be evaluated smaller at each iteration. by allowing zero probability for some omitted states because of the non-inclusion of certain generators IV. IMPLEMENTATION TO TWELVE-AREA SYSTEM improves computational efficiency since number of L sets
The 12-area power system [3] is shown in Fig. 3 . It is created in later decomposition is often large.
assumed that the budget is $150 million and the additional generators have capacity of 50 MW each. 
